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ORDER FOR RECORDING MICROCHIPS 

The company known as _____________________________ with VAT Nº__________________ 
asks Felixcan for an order for recording microchips. This order is referenced under these lines 
and the applicant promises to the following:   

1. The applicant admits that he/she knows not only the International Standard ISO
11784 that regulates the code regulations, but also the codification of the content
of the microchips used for the animal identification.

2. The applicant also admits that he/she knows the specific local standard affecting
the country where theses microchips are going to be distributed and he states to abide
by them.

3. The applicant admits that he/she has the right to distribute the microchips in the
designated country.

4. The applicant admits that he/she will use these microchips for animal
identification exclusively.

5. The applicant admits responsibility, in a direct way, for confirming that the
series of codes asked in that order fulfil the following requirements:

a) It is valid for the country where they will be distributed.
b) They have NEVER been used previously, neither by the applicant nor by any

other society having knowledge awareness.

For all those reasons, the legal capacity to do this order is admitted and that he/she admits 
all the responsibilities that can derive from the use of the ordered microchips, neither by  
the applicant nor by all his/her distributors and for that, he signs hereunder. 

*Type of microchip

Quantity 

**From code 

**To code 

* The valid types of microchips are:
Glasstag 1.4x9 mm., Glasstag 2x13 mm., Ruminal bolus 75 gr., Ruminal bolus 20 gr., Electronic eartag

**The code indicated in From and in To are also included. 

Signed _______________________________ on _____________________________________ 

By Mr/Mrs _____________________________________ Passport _______________________ 

as ______________________________ 
Company stamp
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